
 

 

 

 

SPECIAL SALOON 45000: 

 History, Characters & Special Events! 
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Try this crossword all about Saloon 45000 – some of the clues are cryptic so you might 
find them tricky! The questions relate to some of the different characters who have 
travelled in the Saloon, and related history and events. If you need some help, take a 
look elsewhere on our website for some information on the Saloon’s history. 
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CLUES ACROSS 
3. Which social habit (not allowed on modern trains) was catered for on 45000? (7) 
 
4. Ignore the queue at the Government's Cheltenham secret listening post - re-arrange what's left 
to find the initials of the LNWR Chairman 45000 was built for, then spell it out! (3 words - 7,5,9) 
 
10. Post WWII, Princess ___________ re-starts Royal use of 45000 (9) 
 
11. 45000 staff end flooring - what's the colour? (5) 
 
12. Early - possibly reluctant - Royal passenger (‘Ich dien’ is his motto). Christian name only (6) 
 
13. 1944 historic event, put back a day because of bad weather - but what was the operation code 
name? (8) 
 
14. Location on the 'strawberry line' - the unlikely setting for WC's D-Day planning train (8) 
 
18. Take the name of a West Midlands conurbation which has trams; omit a mis-heard rope (or 
drug), and this leads you to the birthplace of 45000, near Milton Keynes (9) 
 
19. The President of which country had Saloon 45000 modified for just one week's use? (5) 
 
20. Saloon 45000's most famous passenger? He liked the corner seat. Surname only will do! (9) 
 
21. How many chairs are there in 45000's dining room? (5) 
 

CLUES DOWN 
1. Last Royal to use 45000; Prince _______? (7) 
 
2. Right hand man of WC for D-Day period - rank & surname (2 words - 7,5) 
 
5. What fuel did 45000's stove use? (3) 
 
6. Coal tar soap and an ancient Greek's bath - what's cooking? Try the appliance in 45000's kitchen - 
brand name? (2 words - 7,6) 
 
7. How many telephones are on display in 45000? (4) 
 
8. Livery - not the Red Sea, but.... (2 words - 7,4) 
 
9. Speeding through Sussex, 45000 celebrated a diamond anniversary - where? (8) 
 
15. Saloon 45000's formal admission to the Royal Train fleet means a drop in number - what's the 
second digit? (4) 
 
16. June 1944: the enemy watched the white cliffs, persuaded by a diversion operation named 
_________ (9) 
 
17. He made his mark as LMS President: Lord _____? (5) 


